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Abstract
In the computer vision field the subject of keypoints detection or feature detection has been a subject of popularity in the field of
research from the past 20 years. However in the last few years the domain has shifted dramatically due to entrance of the hand
held devices like mobile, tablets and phablets most likely the smart phones and the tablet computers has demanded the creation
of new platforms. These platforms have the limited memory and lesser computational power. Thus a demand for the faster and
efficient in memory utilization keypoint descriptor has been created for applications like object reorganization and panorama
camera picture stitching. In this paper a new proposed technique named ZEON has been implemented and results of that new
technique has been compared with SURF, BRISK and FREAK techniques of feature detection in digital images. The comparison
is done between techniques is in terms of the Number of Features detected and Time Taken by each of the descriptors to do so.
Thus by dividing the time by the number of feature we can calculate the average time taken for a particular feature lesser the
number greater is Descriptor in terms of speed and lesser computation power. In the end conclusion of the results and future
work to be continued has been discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An interesting part of an image can be called as feature. Many computer vision algorithms uses feature as starting point thus
whole success of these algorithms depends on how good is the feature detector. A feature definition changes according to the
application type, feature of an image can’t be bound to an exact or universal definition. Repeatability is necessary property for
feature detector between two or more different images of same types to detect that they have same features or not. [1]
The concept of feature detection is a method to compute abstraction of image information at every point of an image and
making local decision at that particular point that there is a feature in an image or not under image processing and computer
vision. Local histogram and Njets can be mentioned among one of the methods to detect features. The step of feature detection
itself can add some additional attributes such as strength of blob and polarity under blob detection and gradient magnitude, edge
orientation under edge detection. Features thus extracted are in form of connecting regions, isolated points and continuous
curves. Subset of the image domain is resulting features. An image patch near the features found can be produces after successful
detection of the features. A high amount of image processing would be needed in this process of extraction whose result is called
feature vector also known as feature descriptor. [1]
The focus of this paper is to perform the evaluation between descriptors SURF, BRISK, FREAK and our New ZEON
methodology so it may help future researcher which tends to exceed in the field of keypoint description, detection and matching.
Which is a key area in the computer vision which serves as a base for many of applications such as object reorganization in fields
of robotics and other applications, smile detection in cameras for smart phones, face detection in all digital cameras, panorama
shots and many more others, The code of all four descriptors that are SURF, BRISK, FREAK and ZEON has been implemented
in MATLAB version 2015a. In my knowledge under the date of writing this paper no comparison under the MATLAB code has
not been done till date and all the implementation has been done in the OpenCV.

II. RELATED WORK
Cameron Schaeffer in 2013 presented a comparison of two novel keypoint descriptors with the well-known SURF descriptor in
the context of my pedestrian detector. They achieve over 90% accuracy using FREAK descriptors with a Radial Basis Function
SVM classifier using a Bag of Words model. They gave charts comparing the speed and accuracy of BRISK and FREAK with
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SURF in the context of a pedestrian detection, and give valuable statistics related to the training of such a detector, which in turn
will shed some led on the descriptors themselves. In conclusion, they have created a pedestrian detector using OpenCV for the
windows platform. They determined that SURF is both a more robust and quick keypoint descriptor than BRISK and SURF, its
forbearers. The detector works with 91% accuracy on the NICTA pedestrian dataset and most of the false positives can be
attributed to lack of key points which are the fault of the SURF detector, or extremely difficult images. [2]
Karel Lenc, Jiri Matas, and Dmytro Mishkin in 2014 explored bottlenecks arising in computation of the extraction process of
affine features and developed way to speed up the whole process by two to three times with very low or no performance loss. In
the second part of the paper the performance of domination orientation generation process and geometrically inconsistent nearest
neighbor criterion which was recently proposed first time were explored. It has been shown that a careful implementation of
existing affine invariant feature detectors has a speed comparable to existing similarity covariant detectors. Furthermore, using a
simplified patch extraction method the speed of the affine feature extraction becomes comparable to their approximations, such
as SURF. Furthermore, they have investigated the way how the second nearest neighbor works in case of multiple orientations
and proposed some improvements which can speed up RANSAC. [3]

III. METHODOLOGIES
A. SURF:
SURF stand for Speeded up Robust Features first described by Herbert Bay in May 2006. It is a local feature detection which
robust in nature meaning it has some extent of fault tolerance. 3D reconstruction and object recognition are main applications of
SURF. It is basically inspired from SIFT but having some improvements over it, as claimed by its author SURF is many times
faster and robust in processing different transformation in images then SIFT. Sums of 2D Haar wavelet responses are bases of
SURF and make it an efficient in using integral images.
Hessian blob detector are determined by the use of an integer approximation, with the integral image i.e. three integer
operations can be processed very quickly. For detection of features around the point of interest response of Haar wavelet is
summed up. Once again computation of these could be done with the help of an integral image. This algorithm is patented in
USA and it is part of artificial intelligence which is able to train a machine to determine contents from interpreted images. Then
the information is used for operation like reorganization of faces, objects tracking and reorganization, extraction of interest
points and to make 3D scenes. [4]
B. BRISK:
BRISK stands for Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints and was first described by Stefan Leutenegger in 2011. It is a 512
bit binary descriptor which calculates the average weighted Gaussian near the keypoints over a select pattern of points. The
comparison of the values is done over a specific Gaussian window pairs depending on the greater window value present in the
pair it leads either to a 0 or a 1. Preselected pairs are to be used in the BRISK. Thus in the end we get a binary descriptor which
works in the hamming distance in place of Euclidean distances.
The BRISK descriptor is different from the descriptors we talked about earlier, BRIEF and ORB, by having a hand-crafted
sampling pattern. BRISK sampling pattern is composed out of concentric rings. When considering each sampling point, we take
a small patch around it and apply Gaussian smoothing. BRISK is equipped with a mechanism for orientation compensation; by
trying to estimate the orientation of the keypoint and rotation the sampling pattern by that orientation, BRISK becomes
somewhat invariant to rotation. [5]
C. FREAK:
FREAKS stands for Fast Retina Keypoint first described by Alexandre Alahi in 2012. It is also the type of binary descriptor
that uses the method of pair selection and a sampling pattern as used by the BRISK descriptor. Coarse-to-fine structure is an
advantage in this method cascade approach for speeding up the matching is used, when the matching between the two descriptors
is done in this only first 128 bits is compared firstly. Candidates more than 90% are discarded as a result of the selection of first
128 bits that results in the acceleration even on further in the matching process as comparison is performed as a cascading
operation. Orientation is measures of all the keypoints and rotation of the sampling pairs by the measured angles are done to
somehow compensate the changes added due to rotation. Measurement of orientation is done similarly in FREAK as done in the
BRISK the only difference is that FREAK uses a set of predefined 45 sampling pairs which are symmetric.
Thousand of sampling pairs can be considered with only few dozens of samples. As a patch many o these samples cannot be
described efficiently Selection of pairs according to their spatial distances can be a possible strategy to be followed under BRISK
approach. However there is possibility of presence of high correlation but no discrimination in the selected pairs. That is why the
FREAK follows the approach as done in ORB and by using the pair’s maximum variances but not the correlations between them
its tries to learn to do its work. Cascading search is also done in the FREAK algorithm. FREAK algorithm uses the cascade
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operation for the purpose of the comparison of the pairs and by doing this its puts the 64 most important bits contents in the front
so that the whole matching process can be drastically speeded up. Unfortunately, this is not yet implemented in OpenCV so it
does not affect our analysis, but we expect that when this is implemented, FREAK’s matching step will speed up by an order of
magnitude. [6]
D. New Proposed Technique:
The flow chart of ZEON is drawn below in order to easily understand the implementation process.

Fig. 1: Flow Chart of ZEON

A new technique which combines features SURF, BRISK and FREAK. As we know that FREAK needs keypoints detected by
a detector in its first step. But SURF and BRISK can be used as a detector as well of their own. In this new proposed
methodology I intend to use detector feature of SURF and BRISK as well as the detection capabilities of FREAK as first step.
This will provides a certain edge and will not add massive time strains to new method timing. For the time being name of this
methodology will be ZEON so that we don’t have to use terms PROPOSED or NEW METHODOLOGY again and again. In
next section implementation of ZEON and comparison of results of SURF, BRISK and FREAK methods are done and analysis
of result is done in further conclusion section.

IV. RESULTS OF IMPLEMENTATION
In this section of the paper results of the implementation of the code has been shown below. The code of all three descriptors that
are SURF, BRISK and FREAK as well as new ZEON methodology has been implemented in MATLAB version 2015a. In my
knowledge under the date of writing this paper no comparison under the MATLAB code has not been done till date and all the
implementation has been done in the OpenCV.
A. Results on Images:

Fig. 2: Original Image One

Fig. 3: Original Image Two
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Fig. 4: Results of SURF on Image One

Fig. 6: Results of FREAK on Image One.

Fig. 8: Results of SURF on Image Two

Fig. 10: Results of FREAK on Image Two

Fig. 5: Results of BRISK on Image One

Fig. 7: Results of ZEON on Image One

Fig. 9: Results of BRISK on Image Two

Fig. 11: Results of ZEON on Image Two.
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Fig. 12: Output of SURF on Image One

Fig. 13: Output of BRISK on Image One

Fig. 14: Output of FREAK on Image One

Fig. 15: Output of ZEON on Image One

Fig. 16: Output of SURF on Image Two

Fig. 18: Output of FREAK on Image Two

Fig. 17: Output of BRISK on Image Two

Fig. 19: Output of ZEON on Image Two
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B. Parameters for Comparison of Results:
1) COMPUTATION TIME (C.T.) – It is also called "Running Time", which is the length of time required to perform
a computational process.
2) NUMBER OF FEATURES (N.O.F) - The total number of unique Features Detected by an Algorithm in an Image.
3) AVERAGE TIME PER FEATURE (A.T.)– It is the time taken by an Algorithm to detect a single feature
4) Average Time = Total Feature/Number of Features.

Tech.
C.T.
N.O.F
A.T.
C.T.
N.O.F
A.T.

TABLE - 1
Comparison of Results
SURF
BRISK
FREAK
For Image One
0.480544
0.221701
0.295128
1088
849
1022
4.408 x e-4 4.211 x e-4 7.022 x e-4
For Image Two
0.327597
0.175993
0.258377
575
404
532
5.69 x e-4 4.35 x e-4 4.85 x e-4

ZEON
0.306842
1176
1.72 x e-4
0.254782
927
2.74 x e-4

V. CONCLUSION
In the end we can conclude that despite of being old SURF is still both more quick and robust in keypoint detection as compare
to both BRISK and FREAK. SURF extracts maximum numbers of features in a very less time every single time. FREAK also
extracts good number of features a little less then SURF but takes more time then both but it overcomes this drawback by having
maximum accuracy. FREAK takes time may be it need to run a detector first and then FREAK method is applied, a single line
code for FREAK is yet not available in MATLAB for FREAK as for BRISK and SURF is available. BRISK is lacking behind in
terms of number of features but it also takes much lesser time so this makes it is number one in terms of average time taken per
feature. As for our New Proposed Technique ZEON the results were very good every single time the ZEON extracts maximum
number of feature and also computational time was a little more than the FREAK but not that much and was comparable with
other as well. In term of average time per feature our proposed technique also comes on top of all other three descriptor
techniques. In the end we can say the New Proposed Technique performed very well.
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